**Safety Classes**

Required safety classes are offered every hour on the hour between 0900-1500 Mon-Fri & 0900-1400 Saturdays on schedule below. A test will be given after each class; test must be passed before making a reservation. Passing grade is 70% or greater. The cost is $4.00 per class and classes must be renewed annually.

- Camper: TUE / THUR / SAT
- Watercraft: MON / WED / FRI

**Discounts**

- Vehicle Package Deal—10% off each item when renting a vehicle with a towable item. Reservation for both pieces of equipment must be made at the same time.

- Multiple Inflatable & Tents—Rent more than one (1) inflatable or tent and get 10% off each item. Reservation for multiple pieces must be made at the same time.

**Services**

- Delivery & Set-Up—Starts at $60.00 (includes delivery and pick-up). Labor, multiple items, and distance will increase delivery fees. Limited to within a thirty (30) mile radius of our location. Discounts do not apply.

- Vehicle Inspections—Prior to renting any piece of towable equipment, it is recommended that one of our staff members check your towing vehicle for towing capacity, hitch rating and light hook-up. We do offer a small variety of hitches and adapters for sale for all your towing needs.

**Reservations**

Reservations for all equipment may be made up to one hundred eighty (180) days prior to date of pick up of equipment. Down payment of 25% must be made at time of reservation. Payment in full must be received no later than seven (7) days prior to pick up of equipment. Down payments are non-refundable if canceled less than seven (7) days prior to pick up of equipment.

**Policies**

- Early Pick Up—Available with applicable fee, discounts do not apply. Limited and must be scheduled, ask for details.

- Cleaning Procedures—If equipment is returned unclean, cleaning fees will be applied based on condition.

- Damages—If equipment is damaged or lost while in your possession, you will be charged for the cost of all repairs or replacement at Fair Market Value. A 48 hour hold will be placed on all equipment damaged to determine repair/replacement cost.

- Late Fees—Late fees are assessed at two (2) times the daily rate for each day returned late.

- Pick Up / Turn In Policy—All equipment must be picked up and returned on date and time indicated on the Rental Contract.

- Reservation Extensions—May be made by calling Gear-To-Go before the original turn in time. If available an extension will be given, you will be responsible for the normal daily fees, due at time of request.

- Weekend Rates (WKND)—Apply to Saturday and Sunday only. No Weekend Rates reservations will be made on Federal Holiday Weekends.

- Premium Weekend Rates (PRM WKND)—Apply to Friday-Saturday-Sunday and all Federal Holiday Weekends.
**Supplies**

- Table w/ (6) Chairs Combo
- Shade Canopy
- Patio Heater
- Dunking Booth
- Dance Floor
- Cooler, Large or Soda Trough

**Mechanical Equipment**

- Wood Chipper/Mulcher **
- Tiller, Front or Rear Tine
- Pressure Washer
- Misc. Lawn Hand Tools (Rakes, Shovel, Snow Shovel)
- Lawnmower, Zero Turn w/ Trailer **
- Auger Drill (Gas)

**Household Equipment**

- Mesquite or Smoker
- Fryer, Triple Burner
- Fryer, Single Burner

**Camping Equipment**

- 21’ & 23’ Camper (Guzzlerman)
- 23’ & 23’ Camper (Guzzlerman) **
- 19’ Day
- 12’ Day
- 12’ Week
- 6’/ 8’/12’ Rect. (A Frame) or 12’ Frame or Rect. or $150.00
- 14’ $135.00
- 23’ $12.00
- 30’ $10.00
- 45’ $20.00
- 75’ $20.00
- 72’ $15.00
- 12’ $6.00
- 144’ $1.00
- 180’ $0.50

**Vehicles**

- F-250 Pick-Up Truck $40.00 $90.00 $135.00 $217.50
- Explorer SUV $62.00 $112.50 $168.75 $270.00
- Pontoon Boat $50.00 $90.00 $120.00 $180.00

**Price**

- $25.00 $35.00 $49.00 $76.00

**Vehicles & Towing Equipment Rental Policies**

Towing Equipment: Customers are responsible for providing their own towing hitch. Supplies are available for purchase, ask for details.

- Tow Dolly $50.00 $90.00 $120.00 $180.00
- Motorcycle Trailer, Single (Open or Closed) $62.00 $112.50 $168.75 $270.00
- Cargo Carrier (Hitch Mounted) (Flat rate) $50.00 $90.00 $120.00 $180.00

**Tow-Car (** requires Vehicle w/Electric Brake Controller $50.00 $90.00 $120.00 $180.00

**Rides w/ Attendants**

Delivering & Set-Up: Not included with rental prices listed above. Gear-To-Go’s delivery fee is $15.00 per hour per person with a minimum fee of two (2) hours and limited to thirty (30) mile radius.

Customer Pick-Up: Requires either an open bed truck or trailer and sufficient labor to load equipment. Gear-To-Go is not responsible for in-transit damage or loss of equipment.

**Power Supply**

All Inflatables & Bounce Houses need constant air pump by means of electric blowers. Electric blowers require large amounts of electricity to power them, which means a normal household you can only use one blower (cage outlet circuit breaker). Customer is responsible for providing the electricity outlet and power supply. If the blower in unable to operate.

**Water Inflatables**

- 16' Wading Pool $30.00 $60.00 $90.00 $180.00
- Large Inflatable Slide $350.00 $450.00 $540.00

**Ride Inflatables**

- 30' Inflatable Slide $250.00 $375.00 $500.00
- 50' Inflatable Slide $350.00 $450.00 $540.00
- 60' Inflatable Slide $400.00 $540.00 $675.00

**WATER ACCESSORIES**

- Board, Knee/Wake or Water Skis or Water Tube $20.00 $30.00 $45.00 $90.00
- Life Vest (Additional) or Paddles $5.00 $7.50 $11.25 $22.50

**Activity Bus Service**

- Bus w/ Driver (3 hr. Minimum) $35.00 $1.00

- Gear-To-Go now offers new business for your large group transportation needs. All buses come with a licensed passenger coach driver. Our buses can transport twenty (20) to forty (40) adults and thirty (30) children. Not every bus is equipped with (2) small handicap accessible buses that will carry up to two (2) wheelchairs. Call to set-up your event.

**Price**

- Buses are rented by the hour and mile, with a minimum of three (3) hours.

---

**Supplies**

- Shovel or Scoop
- Snow Cone or Cotton Candy
- Table w/ (6) Chairs Combo
- Life Vest (Additional) or Paddles
- Table w/ (6) Chairs Combo
- Supplies—Snow Cone and Cotton Candy supplies are available. Call for pricing.